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Cloudways Allows Us To Focus On 
Maintaining Stores, Rather Than 
Managing The Hosting Stack.

Customer Q&A with Robin Scott, the 

founder of Silicon Dales
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Silicon Dales is a WooCommerce vetted and 

verified WooExpert company.

In 2004, the visionary entrepreneur, Robin 

Scott founded 24 Hour Trading, the parent 

company of Silicon Deals, with an aim to 

develop business websites for ecommerce 

and ecommerce affiliates.

     
From developing in-house projects for third 

party clients on open-source platform to 

transforming itself into one of the leading 

WooCommerce development agencies in 

the United Kingdom (UK), the success story 

of Silicon Dales is worth all praise. 

Since its inception in 2012, the agency 

has achieved remarkable milestones, 

while successfully providing exclusive 

WooCommerce development and support 

services to its clients. The agency is a 

qualified WooExpert, dealing in planning, 

deploying, and managing large and complex 

WooCommerce business projects for its 

clients.

Cloudways: How did Silicon Dales get to 

where it is today?

Silicon Dales: The Silicon Dales “brand” was 

created in 2012 as part of a wider company 

which built business websites on open 

source software. Silicon Dales provided 

similar services to third party clients, as well 

as working on “in house” projects. Over 

time, other parts of the parent business 

were sold on, and Silicon Dales grew to 

become an eCommerce focussed technical 

agency.

Cloudways: Can you talk about 

your experience with WordPress & 
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WooCommerce / why you chose it 

specifically for developing client sites? Can 

you tell us more about the types of digital 

projects you work on?

Silicon Dales: WordPress coincidentally was 

selected for one part of the original business 

Robin Scott established back in 2005/06, 

and he quickly realised the potential for the 

software to publish way more than “blogs”. 

Back then, WordPress was seen as a purely 

blogging platform, indeed, a memorable 

early comment from 2007 suggested it 

was “cheap” to use “Open Source” to 

develop business websites - how times have 

changed.

WooCommerce was quickly established 

itself as the market-leading eCommerce 

solution for WordPress, and as such, Silicon 

Dales focussed here, quickly becoming 

“Affiliated WooWorkers” and later Gold 

WooExperts, following the acquisition by 

Automattic.

Cloudways: Which hosting company were 

you using before Cloudways and what 

limitations made you switch to us? Where 

did you first find out about Cloudways?

Silicon Dales: Silicon Dales used AWS (and 

still does) to host and manage a stack for 

ourselves and our clients, as well as a variety 

of managed hosts. Cloudways allows a panel 

and a low overhead cost to run a similar 

solution to the hosting stack we like: Nginx, 

PHP 7.3, MariaDB / MySQL 5.7+, and also 

allows us to focus on maintaining stores, 

rather than managing the hosting stack.

Cloudways: In terms of telling a client + 

agency story, is there a particular customer 

who faced a challenge that was resolved 

through Cloudways? 

Silicon Dales: There are several clients 

who’ve found success moving over to 

Cloudways, most often from slow or shared 

hosting. WooCommerce stores need a 

hosting stack which can deliver uncached 

pages quickly, which Cloudways are able 

to provide, quickly. Technically, Silicon 

Dales need access to the command line 

(for WP CLI) which only Cloudways and a 

small handful of managed hosts are able to 

provide.

Cloudways: How did Cloudways helped you 

resolve your problems? What do you think 
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about performance, speed and security at 

Cloudways?

Silicon Dales: Performance in Cloudways is 

good, speed is excellent, and security is also 

market leading - providing you keep your 

application maintained. At Silicon Dales, 

application maintenance is “our job” so this 

makes them a good hosting partner for our 

clients.

Cloudways: Are there specific tools or 

features at Cloudways that help increase 

productivity or that your team finds very 

useful? 

Silicon Dales: There are tools like SSH 

access, WP CLI, one-click staging, off-site 

backups, etc. that are all useful to us in our 

routine maintenance.

Cloudways: What are five things that you 

think we do better than any other hosting 

provider and why you recommend your 

customers to use Cloudways?

Silicon Dales: 

•   Access to several bare metal cloud                

platforms in one panel

•   Preconfigured hosting stack, with 1 click                  

WordPress & WooCommerce installations

•   SSH access with WP CLI 

•   Access to important server configurations 

inside the panel

•   Ability to restart and monitor vital 

services inside the panel
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